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From Winning the Vote to Directing on Broadway: The Emergence of Women on the
New York stage, 1880–1927, by Pamela Cobrin, Newark: University of Delaware Press,
2009, 243 pp., US$54.50 (hardcover) ISBN: 978-0-87413-058-4

In her book on feminist theatrical performance at the beginning of the twentieth century,
Pamela Cobrin expands first-wave feminism beyond the traditional scope of the Woman
Suffrage Movement. Structured along a continuum (from most to least explicitly feminist),
Cobrin’s five chapters all concern the ways in which female performance effected progress-
ive change. On the surface these chapters may appear as discontinuous points along this
continuum. Nevertheless, an overall picture emerges, one in which early twentieth-
century women draw from various feminist philosophies in order to negotiate the conflict-
ing demands of, on the one hand, traditional gender roles and the aesthetics of Victorian
femininity, and on the other, the desire to engage in political activism for progressive
change.

Cobrin begins by introducing the term “creationary mimesis,” which she defines as the
process by which the imitation of an absent, ideal subject is consciously used to create
new identities, generally because these identities (i.e., enfranchisedwoman) are not yet avail-
able (18). This is a tantalizing concept, one Cobrin briefly takes up again in her first chapter.
For Cobrin, creationary mimesis is a “conscious, and in fact violent, disruption,” and thus
differs from Butlerian identity formation, in which “a subject becom[es] the performed
ideal through an unconscious process that passes for ‘natural’” (my emphasis, 211 n. 10).
While Cobrin argues that creationary mimesis was a “revolutionary force” in first-wave fem-
inist performance in general (18), she does not pursue this argument throughout the rest of the
book. Still, Cobrin’s notion of creationary mimesis is an intriguing contribution to the field of
performance theory.

Chapter one, on suffragist parades (1908–15), is the only chapter that does not deal with
traditional theatre performance. Yet as Cobrin points out, suffragist parades are an instance
of women on public display, and are therefore a crucial site for the contestation between
Victorian identity and feminist progressive values. With her description of the dramatic pic-
tures and visual symbolism that occur in these parades, and her argument that this theatri-
cality was a conscious effort on the part of the suffragists who planned and executed these
events, she makes a compelling case for viewing suffragist parades within the frame of
theatre history. Since Cobrin’s ultimate purpose is to show how this theatricality effected
political change, her focus on the transformative power of suffragist parades makes this
one of her most compelling chapters.

With its focus on the Gamut Club (1913 to the late 1950s), chapter two is the book’s
most explicit in terms of historical recuperation, since this group, given its dual status as
both women’s club and theatre group, has been all but ignored in theatre and feminist
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histories. Cobrin locates the Gamut Club amidst a variety of sometimes conflicting influ-
ences, including the anti-war movement, and shows how the members often used their
roles as wives and mothers to further their political goals. Yet she is also careful to point
out the drawbacks of relying on such traditional gender roles; if the role of “mother”
was crucial in communicating the message of the club’s silent peace march (of which
Cobrin provides an especially well-detailed account), this existence as “good women”
somewhat overshadowed their suffragist activities.

In chapter three, the book moves from one of the least documented groups of the time to
one of the most: the Provincetown Playhouse (1914–22). Furthering the recent work of
Cheryl Black and other historians, Cobrin explores the feminist impact of this group,
including their alignment with the New Woman movement. According to Cobrin, many
of the Provincetown men called themselves feminists, yet often failed to live up to feminist
ideals. In response, the Provincetown women often vented their frustration with their male
colleagues through their plays. For Cobrin, the fact that the women of the group were able
“to voice their discontentment with the failure of the feminist ideals of the group” is pre-
cisely why the Provincetown Players were a feminist group (104). Thus, she spends a sig-
nificant portion of this chapter on the work of the group’s female playwrights, focusing
mainly on Susan Glaspell, Neith Boyce, and Djuna Barnes. With some well-chosen
examples, including a brief close reading of Glaspell’s play Trifles, Cobrin shows how
these playwrights used feminist language and experimental narrative techniques to speak
to the group’s primarily feminist audience.

Whereas the Provincetown Playhouse directly contested commercial theatre through an
explicit critique of the establishment, the Neighborhood Playhouse (1915–27) simply
ignored the world of Broadway, creating an alternative collectivist theatre group connected
to both the Settlement House and Little Theatre movements. In chapter four, Cobrin
explores how, if the Neighborhood Playhouse was primarily concerned with bettering the
lives of immigrants, its socialist ethos, commitment to equality, and female-dominated lea-
dership also made it profoundly feminist. And as she does with the Provincetown Playhouse
in chapter three, Cobrin charts how a move towards commercialism signals the end of this
theatrical group.

Cobrin’s constant linking of anti-commericalism with feminism may make her final
chapter, on women who directed on Broadway during the first quarter of the twentieth
century, somewhat surprising. Yet because she focuses more on the impact of the work
than on its intent, chapter five ultimately strengthens Cobrin’s argument that first-wave fem-
inist activity occurred at various levels of explicitness. Through an examination of the work
of four “directresses” – Lillian Trimble Bradley, Rachel Crothers, Edith Ellis, and Minnie
Maddern Fiske – Cobrin argues for an implicit feminism at work on Broadway, one made
all the more potent precisely because the unsuspecting mainstream audiences “remained
open … to feminist undertones” (158). The simple fact that these women occupied the tra-
ditionally male role of theatre director, combined with the high-profile nature of these pro-
ductions, led critics and journalists to frame the work through a gendered lens without
taking away from its commercial success. As she does throughout the book, Cobrin uses
articles and critical reviews by mostly male audiences to unveil the feminist implications
of these theatrical performances. Cobrin thus refashions an apparent archival problem –
a largely unfeminist press – into further support for her argument.
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Cobrin is arguably somewhat less successful at dealing with another apparent archival
issue – the lack of work by and about women of color. Certainly aware of, and troubled by,
this problem, she is careful to point out the racism and classism imbedded in the various
theatre groups. Even with the Neighborhood Playhouse, a group which presented work
dealing with blacks and Jews, Cobrin does not shy away from pointing out the likely pater-
nalistic attitude of the Lewisohn sisters, the wealthy heiresses who led the group. Yet the
few pages she devotes to Angelina W. Grimke’s play Rachel, “the first play performed in
New York by a black woman about the black community,” only highlight the absence of
non-white performance in the rest of the book (150). From winning the vote to directing
on Broadway thus may unintentionally reaffirm, even as it tries to work against, the
white-centrism that Cobrin acknowledges is characteristic of feminist history.

While Cobrin’s title delineates the years 1880–1927, the book focuses on work that
occurred after 1900. With the exception of some Broadway productions in the final
chapter, most of the performances Cobrin describes took place between 1908 and 1922.
Although this is not a significant problem in itself, those interested in earlier feminist per-
formance will likely need to look elsewhere. But given that contemporary feminist debates
often tend to weigh the relative merits of the second and third waves, and almost completely
forget the first, Cobrin offers a refreshing change of subject, not to mention a reminder
about the historical context of contemporary feminist theory. By elucidating new sites of
feminist political activity in the early twentieth century, From winning the vote to directing
on Broadway proves a valuable contribution to both feminist and theatre history.
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